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ABSTRACT 
It is a neural network tmth universally acknowledged, that the signal transmitted to a 
target node must be equal to the product of the path signal times a weight. Analysis of 
catastrophic forgetting by distributed codes leads to the unexpected conclusion that this 
universal synap(ic transmission rule rnay not be optimal in certain neural networks. 'l'he 
distributed outstar, a network designed to support stable codes with fast or :::low learning, 
generalizes the outstar network for spatial pattern learning. In the out:::tar, signals from 
a source node cause weights to learn and recall arbitrary patterns across a target field of 
nodes. 'I'he distributed outstar replaces the outstar source node with a source field, of arbi-
trarily many nodes, where the activity pattern rna.y be arbitrarily distributed or compressed. 
Learning proceeds according to a. principle of atrophy due to disuse whereby a path weight 
decreases in joint proportion to \.he transrnittcd path signal and the degree of disuse of the 
target node. During learning, the total signal to a target node converges toward that node's 
activity level. Weight changes a.i. a node arc apportioned according to the distributee! pa.ttern 
of converging signals. 'fhrcc types of synaptic transmission, a product rule, a capacity rule, 
and a threshold rule, are examined for this systern. The three rules are computationally 
equivalent when source field activity .i::: ma.xirnally compressed, or winncr-takc-aJl. 'vVhcn 
source field activity is distributed, catastrophic forgetting may occur. Only the threshold 
rule solves this problern. Analysis of spatial pattern learning by di:otributecl codes thereby 
leads to the conjecture that the optimal unit of long-term mernory in such a system iii a 
subtractive threshold, rather than a rnultiplicative weight. 
Key words: Spatial pattern learning, cl istri bu t.ed code, ou tstar, adapti vc th rcoholcl, rcctiliccl 
bias, atrophy due to di:::usc, transrnission function, neural network 
1. Optimal rules of synaptic transmission 
When neural networks becarne popular in the 1980s, researchers struggled to define 
neural network with words that would include the divcr;;e models in current usc. As a step 
toward this definition, consider the question: What, if anything, do all the nenral networks 
of the past fifty years have in cornmon? 'I'he answer to this question is, rnost likely, nothing. 
However, the large majority of neural network models, from the McCulloch-Fitts (FWl) 
nenron to the many biological and engineering rnodels at this year's conferences, have at 
least one thing in common, namely, the rule setting the net signal from a source node to a 
target node equal to a path signal Urnes a synaptic weight. (Figure 1). This product rule of 
synaptic transmission is in such universal usc that it is almost always treated as a. nameless 
fact rather than a hypothcois, although neurophysiology so far neither confirms nor refutes 
this rule. Why, then has this particular process found such wiclcsprea.cl use? One answer 
is its computational power: the product rule sets the sum of weighted signals equal to the 
clot product of the signal vector and the weight vector. 'fhis clot product provides a useful 
rneasure of the sirnilarity between the active pa.th signal vector and the learned weight vector. 
However, utility and universality clo not necessarily imply optinralit.y. 
Figure l. Product rule 
'l'his chapter describes a. neural network learning problem for which the product rule is 
not computationally optimal. Solution of the learning problem requires a neural network 
design to support stable distributed codes. One such design is the d-islr-ibulcd onlslar (Car-
penter, 1993, 199'1), which solves the distributed code catastrophic forgetting problern when 
the product rule is replaced by an equally plausible synaptic transmission rule. 'J'his thresh-
old rule postulates that the unit of long-terrn rnernory (T;l'M) is a subtractive threshold, 
rather than a multiplicative weight. In the process of solving a. particular learning problem, 
therefore, computational analysi:o questions the optirnaJity of a fundanrcnta.l ncuri1.l network 
design hypothesis. 
2. Outstar learning and distributed codes 
An rmtstar i:o a neural network that can learn and recall arbitrary spatial patterns (Gros:o·· 
berg, I 968a). Outstar learning and recall occur when a source node tra.n:ornits a weighted 
signal to a target, or border, field or nodes. 'fhis network is a key component of various 
neural models of cognitive processing. For example, the ontstar has been iclent.ified as a 
rninirna.l neural network capable or classical conditioning (C.:rossberg, l9G8b, 1974). ln terms 
of stimulus sampling theory (Estes, 19.55) tire source node plays the role or a sampling 
cell. When the sa.rnpling cell is active, long-term nrernory traces, or a.cla.ptivc weights, learn 
st.irnulus sampling probabilities of border field activity patterns. ;\ sequence or outstars, 
called an a.va.l;wche, l"orrns a minimal network for learning ami ritualistic perfonnance of 
an arbitrary space-tirne pattern (Grossberg, 1969). Within the adaptive resonance theory 
of self-organizing pattern classification, outst.ars learn the top-clown expectations that are 
critical to code stabilization (Grossberg, 1976). i\llneura.lnetwork realization:,; of adaptive 
resonance theory (AH'l' models) have so far used outstar learning in the top-clown adap-
tive filter (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1987a., 1987b, HJDO; Carpenter, Grossberg, and Rosen, 
l99la). 'J'he supervised AH'fl\ilAP systern (Carpenter, Grossberg, and H.cynolcls, I 9\Jl) also 
ern ploys outstar learning in the formation of its predictive rna.ps. Outst.a.rs have thus played a 
central role in both tire theoretical analysis of cognitive phcnornena ancl in the neural models 
that realize the theories, as well as applications of these systems. 
Figure 2. Distributed out:::ta.r network 
An ont.star is characterized by one source node sen cling weighted inputs to a target 
field. We will here consider spatial pattern learning in a rnorc general setting, in which an 
arbitrarily large somcc field replaces the single somec node of the outstar. 'J'his clist:ribul,ecl 
out:star net:work(Figure 2a) is sirnilar to the original outstar when the source field F'2 contains 
a single node. 'J'hcn, weights in the F2 ~ F1 adaptive filter track the F1 activity pattern 
when the one 1'2 node is active. 
Figure :3. Arrr !/fuzzy ART 
At first, distributed outstar learning would appear to be modeled already in the AH'l' top-
down adaptive filter (Figure :la). However, to elate, networks that explicitly realize adaptive 
resonance assunre the special case in which 1'2 is a choice, or winner-ta.ke-a./1, network. In this 
case, only one 1•2 node is active during learning, so each F2 node acts, in tnrn, as an outstar 
source node. We will here consider how to design a spatial pattern learning network which 
allows the activity pattern at the coding field 1'2 to be arbitrarily distributed (Section :l). 
'I'hat is, one, several, or all of the F'2 nodes rnay be active during learning. 
One possible design is simply to implement outs tar learning in each active path. However, 
such a. systern is subject to catastrophic forgetting that can quickly render the network 
useless, unless learning rates are very slow (Section· ;J). In particular, if all /•2 nodes were 
active during learning, all F2 ~ F1 weight vectors wendel converge toward a. common pattern. 
A learning principle of !l.t.rophy due to disuse leads toward a solution of the catastrophic 
forgetting problcrn (Section 5). By this principle, a. weight in an active paU1 atrophies, or 
decays, in joint proportion to the si%c ol' the transrnittecl synaptic signal ami a suitably 
defined "degree of disuse" ol' the target cell. During learning, the total transmitted signal 
frorn 112 converges toward the activity level of the target F1 node. Atrophy clue to disuse 
thereby clyna.mically substitutes the total 112 ~ F1 signal for the incliviclual outstar weight. 
T'his seems a plausible step toward spatial pattern learning by a coding source field instead 
of by a. single source node. Unfortunately, this development is, by itself, insufficient. 'fhe 
network still suffers catastrophic forgetting if signal transrnission obeys a pmduct, mlc. This 
rule, now used in nearly all neural models, assurnes that the transmitted synaptic signal frorn 
the j 1" F2 node to the .;th F 1 node is proportional to the product of the path signal 1/.i and the 
path weight Wji· An alternative tra.nsrnission process, used in a neural network realization 
of fmozy Alrr (Carpenter, Grossberg, and Rosen, L99lb; Carpenter and Grossberg, HHJ:l), 
obeys a Cii.paci(y rule (Section 6). However, catastrophic forgetting is even rnorc serious a 
problern for the cap;u·ity rule than for the product rule. 
Fortunately, another plausible synaptic transrnission rule solves the problcrn (Sections 7 
9). 'J'his t;hrcslw1d mlc postulates a transrnit,ted signal equal to t.hc a.rrrount by which t.lw 
F2 ~ F1 signal Yi exceeds an adaptive threshold Tji· Where weights decrease) during atrophy-
due-to-disuse learning thresholds increase: forrnally, Tji is identified with (I - ·wj;). When 
synaptic transmission is irnplcrncnted by a threshold rule, weight/threshold changes arc 
bounded and automatically apportioned according to the distribution of 112 activity, with fast 
learning as well as slow learning. When F2 makes a choice, the three synaptic transrnission 
rules aJ·e computationally identical, and atrophy-due-to-disuse learning is essentially the 
saJne as outstar learning. 'J'hus functional differences between the three types of transrnission 
would be cxpcrirncntally and corrrputationally rneasurablc only in situations where the F2 
code is distributed. 
Computational analysis of distributed codes hereby leads unexpectedly to a hypothesis 
about the mcchanisrn of ;;yna.ptic transmission: the unit of long-term rnemory in these sys-
tems is conjectured to be an adaptive threshold, rather than a multiplicative path weight. 
Thresholds that clctennine a. node's output signal have played an essential role in neural 
network models from tbe start (iVIcCulloch and Pitts, 1913; Hartline and Ratliff', 1957), and 
adaptive activation thresholds are a standard feature of back propagation models (Rumcl-
hart, Hinton, arrd Willianrs, I 98Ci). i\t the other end of the axon, however, these moclcls all 
employ the standard signal-tirnes-wcight product rule to characterize synaptic transrnission 
to a target node. Ilistorically, early definitions of the pcrceptron specified a general class 
2 
of synaptic transrnis::;ion rule::; (Roscnblat.t, I 958, I 9G2). However, the electrical ::;witching 
circuit model, which realizes rnultiplicativc weights a::; adjustable gain::;, quickly bcca.rne the 
dominant metaphor (Widrow and Hoff, 1960). Over the cn::;uing decades, eflicient integrated 
hardware realization of the linear adaptive filter has remained a challenge. ln opto-electronic 
neural network::;, the adaptive thre::;hold synaptic transmis:oion rule, realized as a rectified 
bias, may be easier to implement than on-line multiplication (T. Caudell, persona.! com-
munication). 'I'hus, even in networks where the product rule and the threshold rule are 
computationa.lly equivalent, their diverging physical interpretations may prove significant, 
in both the nemal and the hardware doma.in::;. 
'I'he adaptive threshold hypothesis completes the distributed out;st.a.r lea.rning law, snm·· 
mariw~d in Section 10. Section 11 explicitly solve;; the di;;tributed outstar equations, Sec-
tion 12 illustrates distributed out;;tar dynamics with a network that has two nodes in the 
source lield, and Section 13 concludes with a consideration of the physical unit of memory. 
3. Spatial pattern learning 
'I'he distributed outstar network (Figure 2a) features an adaptive Jilter from a coding, 
or source, field F'z to a pattern registra.t.ion, or ta.rget, field F1 . 'J'hi;; filter carries out spatial 
pattern learning, whereby the adaptive path weights track the activity pattern of the target 
field, F 1 • When F2 consists of just one node (JV = 1) the network is a type of ontstar. During 
out;;tar learning, weights in the paths emanating frorn an F2 node track F1 activity. 'I'hat 
is, when the ph F'z node is active, the weight vector wi = ( wi 1, ... Wj;, ... 1oiM) converges 
toward the F 1 activity vector x = (x: 1, ... 1:;, ... x:M) of the target, or border, nodes at the 
outer fringe of the filter (Figure :3). 
\Vhile many variants of out.star learning have been ana.ly%ccl 
the essential outsta.r dynamics arc described by the equation: 
Basic outstar 
(Grossberg, 1968a, J 972), 
(l) 
'fhis is the learning law used in the top-down adaptive filters of AH:I' J (Carpenter and 
Gros:oberg, 1987a), AHT 2 (Carpenter and CrossiJcrg, 1987b), and fuzzy AT(J' (Carpenter, 
Cirossbcrg, and Rosen, 199la). By (1), Wj; ~ :r:; when ?/i > 0. When Yi = 0, Wji remain:,; 
constant. The tenn yp:; in (l) describes a llebbian correlation whereby the weight tends to 
increase when both the presynaptic 1'2 node .i and the postsynaptic F1 node i arc active. 
'l'hc ternr -1J.i1Uj; describes an a.nt.i-llcbbian process whereby the weight 1DJi tends to decrea:;e 
when the presynaptic node .i is active but the postsynaptic node i is inactive ("pre- without 
post-"). 
The distributed out.star network docs not constitute a stancl--a.lonc pattern recognition 
system. Like the outstar, this module would typically be cnlbedclecl within a larger neural 
network architecture for :oupcrvisecl or unsupervised pattem learning and recognition. L-'or 
exa1nplc, in an AH1' system the top-clown F2 ___ , F'1 filter plays a. crucial role in AH'I' code sta· 
bili%ation. Aclditional network clernents detennine which F2 code will be! selected by an input 
I in the first place and irnplcrnent. search a.nd other rnecha.nisrns of internal dynarnic control 
(Carpenter and Grossberg, 1987a.). This chapter focuses only on design issuco pertaining to 
the top-clown adaptive filt.er. 
4. Catastrophic forgetting 
'fbc distributed out.sta.r network for spatial pattern learning (Figmc 2a) needs to solve 
a. potential catastrophic forgct.ting problcrn. Suppose, for example, that all F2 nodes a.rc 
active (Y.i > 0) a.t. sorne time when the i 1" F1 node is inactive (1:; = 0) due, say, to the 
fact that there is no input to that node at that. rnornent (I; = 0). With fast learning, an 
:l 
outstar (J) would send all weight;; U)ii (j = I, ... , N) to 0. Within an AHT system, stability 
requirements imply that the;;e weights then remain 0 forever. Moreover, no future input I; 
to the i 1" F1 node could even activate that node, once F2 became active. If ;;irnilar weight 
decay;; occurred at each F1 node, all weight;; wendel decay to 0. 1'he network would thus 
quickly becornc ut:elcst:, quenching a.ll 1"1 activity at: ooon a;; any 1'2 code was selected. 
The special class of 1'2 networks called choice, or winner-take-all, sy;;terns sidestep this 
catastrophic forgetting problcrn. i\ code repret:enta.t.ion field /<2 it: a choice network when 
internal competitive dynamics concentrate all activity at one node (Grost:bcrg, 197~l). An 
F2 code that chooses the Jlh node is described by: 
F2 choice 
Yi = { 6 ifj = J ifj * J. (2) 
ln this case, each P2 node it: identified with a class, or category, of input;; I. Out;;tar learning 
(I) pcrrnits a weight w.ii to change only if t.hc jlh 1'2 node is active. When F2 chooses t.hc 
node J, all other nodes (.i t J) are inactive. Only the weight w.h tracks activity at. the 
ith F1 node, so: 
wJ ~x. 
Even if W.Ji decays to 0, all other weights to t.hc i 1h F1 node rernain unchanged when the .Jlh 
category is ;;clect.ccl. 'fhcse other weight;; 10ii (.i t J) arc thnt: reserved and can learn their 
own 1'\ pattern;; when they later becmnc active. 
Choice represent;; an extreme form of t:hort· tcrrn nrernory ( S'I'l'vl) compet.i tion at F2. By 
confining all weight changes to a t:inglc category, 1'2 choice protects the lcarnecl codes of 
all the other categories cluri1rg out;;tar learning. However, out;;tar learning pot:et: a problern 
when 1'2 category reprc;;entations can be dit:t.ributed. 1f a code y were h.ighly dit:tributecl, 
with all Y.i > 0, then the out.;; tar learning la.w (1) would irnply that all weight vector;; w 1 
would converge toward the t:ame F'1 activity vector x. T'hc size or 1/.i would affect the rate 
of' convergence, but not the asymptotic state of the weights. 'J'he t:everity ol' thit: problem 
can be reduced if learning intervals arc extrcnrely ;;hort. 'I'hen, since the rate at which 
wi approache;; x it: proportional to :Y:i, little change will occur in weight;; Wji with t:rnall 
Y:i· If, however, many of the 11.i va.luet: are nearly uniform or if learning it: not always ;;low, 
catastrophic l'orgct.t.ing will occur as all weight vector;; approach one cornrnon pattern that 
is independent of all prior learned differences. 
An adaptation rule ca.lled tire dit:tributed outt:tar learning law solve;; thit: problem. Even 
with fast learning, where weights approach asyrnptote on each input pre;;entation, the clio· 
tributcd out;;tar apportion;; weight. change;; across active paths without catastrophic forget· 
ting. ln the distributed outstar, the rate constant for an inclividua.l weight w.i; is an increasing 
function both of lJ:i, as in the outsta.r equation (I), a.nd also of w.ii itself. vVhcn V'.ji becorne;; 
too ;;mall, further change is dit:allowed. Weights, initially large, can only dec:reat:e during 
learning. Srnall weights can decrease further only when !J.i it: close to 1, which occur;; when 
moot of the 1'2 S'J'M activity it: conccnt.rated at node j. When 1'2 activity is highly clio· 
tributecl only large weight;;, clo;;e to their initial value;;, arc able to change. Moreover, !'or 
highly diotributecl codes, the maximum pot:sible weight change in any single path it: ;;mall. 
'I'hc distributed outstar it: derived from the notion that the ;;urn of all F2 ~ F1 transrnittcd 
;;igna.ls, rather than individual path weight;;, tracks target node activity during learning. A 
principle of atrophy clue to clisut:e governs weight change, as clct:cribccl in the next section. 
Within this context, three t:ignal trant:miosion rule;; are exarnincd (Section G). An adaptive 
thrct:holcl rule for synaptic trant:mi;;;;ion it: rnore cornputationally iiuccct:t:ful Omn either of 
the other two rule;;. 
1 
5. Learning by atrophy due to disuse 
'fhe principle of atrophy due to clisu;;c~ postulate;; that the strength of an active path 
decay:; when the path is di;;uscd. Active "cli:;-u;;e" i:; cli;;tinct from passive "non-u;;c" (Fig· 
nrc 2b ), where the strength of an inactive path remains constant, as in outs tar learning (I) 
(Figure :lb ). To define clisu;;e, a ;;pecific class or target fields F1 are considered. So far, no 
assumption;; about the F'1 activity vector x have been made. The main hypothesis on F1 is 
that, when 1'2 is active, the total top-clown input from I2 to F't imposes an upper bound, or 
lirnit, on the ma.xirnnm activity at an F'1 node. In addition to a bottom-up input 1; to the 
i 1" F1 node, a. top-down priming input 0'; from 1'2 is a;;sumecl to be necessary for that node 
to remain active, once F2 becomes active. T'his hypothesis is realized by the inequality: 
Top-down prime 
0 :0:: :r; :0:: 0';, 
where 0'; is the sum of all transmitted signals S1; from F'z to the i 1" F1 node: 
N 
~·-"'S' .. V•J. = L__, c.J1. 
.i=l 
(:'5) 
(Figure 2a). In particular, when 1'2 is active but 0'; = 0, no activity can be rcgi;;tcrcd at the 
.;th P1 node, for any bottonHlp input I; c [0, !]. 
The top-down prime inequaJity (tJ) i0 closely related to the 2j:l Rule of AHT (Carpenter 
and Grossberg, 1987a), which implies that the i11' P1 node will be inactive (:r; = 0) if either 
the bottom-up inpnt. I; is srnall or t.hc total top .. cJown input. 0'; is srnall when 1'2 is active. The 
2j:l Rule was derived both from an analysis of sysVm1 rcquircrnents ror input registration, 
prirning, and stable, sclf-orga.niy,ing pattern learning and clas;;ification and from an analysis 
of the corrc;;ponding cognitive phenomena. In binary i\HT I sy;;tcrns with choice at F2, the 
2j:.lllulc is realized by allowing the i 1" F'1 node to be act.ive, wlwn the Jlh F2 node is active, 
only if 1; =I and if 0'; exceeds a criterion thre;;hold, where: 
(6) 
Fuzy,y Airr (Ca.rpenter, Grossberg, and H.oscn, 199la), an analog extension of An:r l, realizes 
the 2j:3 ll.ulc by setting: 
:r; =I; 11 UlJi = rnin(I;, wJi) (7) 
when the Jlh 1'2 node is chosen (Figure :3a). 'fhc syrnbol 11 in (7) denotes the fuzzy inter-
section (Zadeh, 1965). By (2) and (G), when 1"2 makes a choice, 
(Ji = WJ£· (8) 
Equation:; (7) and (8) suggest setting: 
(9) 
to define one class of F1 :;ystcn1s that realize 0'; as a top-down prime, or upper bound, on 
target node activity :c;. 
When F2 primes F1, by (1), the clcgrcc of disuse 0; of the i 1" F1 node i:; clclined to be: 
o, = ( 0'; - J:;) 2: 0. (10) 
5 
When (9) defines F 1 activity, 
D; = (cr;- I; 1\ cr;) 
{ 
CT - f 
'I - 1. 
0 
if CT > I l- 1-
if CT < ] ~ - 1. 
( 11) 
[cr;- I;]+, 
where [ ... ]+ denotes the rectification operator: 
[OJ+= 0 v 0 = ma.x(O, 0), ( 12) 
where v denotes the fuzzy union (Zadeh, 1965). l n this case, the degree of disuse at the 
i 1" 1"1 node is the amount by which the top-clown input cr; exceeds the bottom-up input I; 
at that node. A learning principle of atrophy due to disuse postulates that a path weight 
decays in proportion to the degree of disuse of its target node. We here con;;idcr a class of 
learning equations that realize this principle in the form: 
ldt. w.~; = --Sf;D;. /.. 
vVeight;; can then decay or stay constant, but never grow, when 81; 2: 0 and 
the degree of disuseD; defined by (10), the learning law (Ll) become;;: 
Atrophy due to disuse 
d ' ( ) iTi1oii = ·--".ii cr;- :r; 
D; 2: 0. With 
(H) 
(Figure 2b). ln Section 6 three synaptic tra.n"ni;;;;ion rules will each define S'.i; as a function 
of Y:i and 1o1;. ln Sections 7 and 8 we will a.na.Jyy,c atrophy-duc-to-di;;usc Jcaming and 
catastrophic forgetting for these three rule;;. 
Initially, 
1Uf;(0) =] (15) 
for i = l, ... , M and j = 1, ... , N. The learning law (JiJ) implies that a path weight 10.1; can 
decay when the total top-clown signal cr, to the i 111 target F1 node exceeds the node';; activity 
"'i· The rate of decay is proportional to a path's contribution, 8.1;, to the top-down signal. 
lly (14), the surn of all weight;; converging on the i 1" node obey;; the equation: 
N 
d "'' -1{ (6 107;) = -cr;(cr;- 1:;). (. . . .}~1 
(Hi) 
'l'hus if the F1 pattern x a.nd the F2 pattern y are constant during a learning interval, and 
if cr; > :r; a.t the sta.rt of that interval, then one or rnorc weights 'lt'.1; nnrc;t continue to decay 
until cr; converges to .7:;. 
When F2 rnakcs a choice, we will see that: 
wh.ile SJi = 0 (j t J), for all three transrnission rules. In this case the atrophy·duc·tcHlisuse 
equation (1 1J) reduces to: 
if .i = J 
if j t J. 
(18) 
Compa.ring (18) with (Hi) illustrates the sense in which the total weighl,cd signal CJ; in a 
distributed code replaces the weight w1; in a system where IS. makes a. choice. Note that 
w1; approaches :1:; at a rate proportional to WJi· Equation (18) is thereby slightly different 
from the outstar equation (1), which reduces to: 
dw.ii = { -(w;.;- :r;) 
dl 0 
if .i =.] 
if j t J 
(19) 
when 1•2 makco a choice. Because W.fi = CJ; 2: :r;, :r; = 0 if 1UJi = 0. 'I'hus (18) and 
(19) both imply that w 1 -·1 x while other w.i rerna.in constant, as long as the Jlh 1'2 node 
rerna.ins active (Figure :3b). With fast learning and F2 choice the atrophy·duc·to·dic;use and 
outsta.r learning laws arc equivalent. ln this case, neither computational nor cxperirncnta.l 
analysis can differentiate outstar learning from atrophy due to dic;usc. 'I'he three synaptic 
transrnission rules arc sirnilarly indistinguishable. However, when 1-2 activity y is distributed, 
qualitative properties of learned patterns depend critically on both the learning law and the 
signal transrnission rule, as follows. 
6. Synaptic transmission functions 
'vVc will now define three synaptic transrnission rules. 'flw f 2 path signal vector y = 





but is otherwise arbitrary. Given a signal Jl:i fronr the J'" F2 node to the i 1" F1 node, via a. 
pa,i.h with an adaptive weight v'.1;, the net signal S 11 received by the i 1" F1 node is assunJCd 
to be a. function of 11.i and to,,: 
(21) 
Each of the three rules corresponds to a physical theory of synaptic signal trdnsnrrssrorr in 
neural pathways. 'flre present analysis uses cornputation alone to selec~t one of these three 
ru lcs over the others in a neural systcnr for spatial pattern learning. 
The first synaptic transmission rule postulates that the F2 ~ F1 :oigna.l is jointly propor· 
tiona] to the path signal 11.1 and the weight w:ii : 
Product rule 
s,; = JJJWii (22) 
7 
(Figure 1). Synapt.ic transmission by the product rule is an implied hypothesi:; mo:;t neural 
network model:;. 'l'he rule implies that 0';, the sum of all transmitted signals to the i 1" F1 
node, equal:; the clot product between the F2 ~ I•] path vector (y 1 , •• ·1/.i, .. . y N) and the 
converging weight vector ( w1.;, ... wii• ... WNi ). 'fhat is, the total signal from F2 to the i 1" F1 
node is a linear combination of the path signals !Ji' 
N 
O'j = 2::: 1/jW:ii• (23) 
:i=l 
with the coefficients V'.ii fixed (McCulloch and Pitts, 1943) or dctcnnined by some learning 
law. T'he total tra.n:;milted signal 0'; thereby computes the correlation between the F2 ~ 
F1 path vector and the converging weight vector. Rosenblatt (19G2) considered synaptic 
tranamisaion rules in the general form (21) when defining the perccptron. However, the 
product rnlc (22) and it:; linear matched filter (23) have since corne into almo:;t universal 
usc. 
Figm\' 4. (a) 'fransrniasion rnles (b) Asymptotic weight:; 
A second c;ynaptic transrnission rule ac;snrnes that the path signal y.J i:; itc;elf tranc;rnittecl 
direct.ly to the i 1" F1 node until an upper bound on the path's capacity is reached. With 
thi:; upper bound equal to the path weight w;;, the net signal obeyc; the: 
Capacity rule 
8.ii = 1f:i 1\ w.ii =min (y.i, w.i;). (24) 
A capacity rule is c;uggcsted by the computational requirernentc; of neural network realizations 
of fuzzy set theory, a:; in fuzzy ART' (Carpenter, C:rossberg, and Rosen, l99lb; Carpenter 
and Grossberg, 199:3). Figure 4a illustrates how the product rule cornparca to the capacity 
rule. For each, the signal Sii grows linearly when ll.i is Brnall. However, a product rule c;ignal 
incrcasec; with 'Y.i for all V:i c [0, 1], while a capacity rule signal ceases to grow when Y:i reaches 
the upper bound v':ii· 
The gcornetry of the graph in Figure 11a suggec;tc; a third signal function, to cornplcte a 
tra.no>rnission rule parallclogra.rn. 'l'he third signal function dcc;cribea a: 
Threshold rule 
Si; = [1/.i -- (1 - roi;)]+ (25) 
It is awkward to interpret. the transmission rule (25) in tcnnc; of the weight w.ii· IJowcveL 
a natural interpreUr.tion takec; the unit of long-tcrrn rncnrory to be a signal threshold '.ii rather 
than t.he path weight Wji· Na.rnely, by :oetting: 
the threshold rule (2:3) becorncs: 
s· [ ]·I· 
'--ji = YJ -·-Tji . 
( 26) 
(27) 
In (27), the transmitted aignal from the/" F2 node to the i 111 1•'1 node is the amount by 
which t.lre path signal 1/.i exceeds an adaptive synaptic threshold 'ii· 
'fhe three rules (22), (24), and (25) are identical if 1•2 activity i:o binary, since for each 
rule: 




il' Y:i = 0. (28) 
In particular, the three synaptic transmission rules are conrputa.tionally indistinguishable if 
F2 makes a choice, by (2). However, when a normaliy,cd 1'2 code is clistribnted, an adaptive 
systcrn that uses either the product rnle or the capacity rnle can suffer catastrophic forgetting. 
'J'he threshold rule solves this problem. 
Table 1. Synaptic tra.nsrnission function,; 
7. ·n·ansmission rule computations 
When an F2 code y is maxirnally compressed, the three synaptic transmission rules ('fable 
1) arc computationally identical. Compntations in this 0ection denronstrate how the three 
rules diverge when the 1'~2 code is maximally distributed. Note that the weight adaptation 
eqna.tion (14) also learns spatial patterns in a systenr where :r; may sometimes be greater 
than CJ;. 'I'hen, the top-clown signal vector CJ would still track the F1 spatial pattern vector 
x. However, the top--down prime hypothec:i0 ('l) impliec: that weights can only decrease, and 
hence arc guaranteed to converge to some limit in the interval [0,1] for arbitrary learning 
and input rcgimec:. 
Initial values: Consider an atrophy-due-to-disuse systcrn (1 11) in its initial state, when no 
learning has yet taken place. 'I'hcn, all w:ii = 1, so: 
S':i;(O) = Yi(O). (29) 
for each of the three 0ynaptic transrnission rules ('fable 1 ). 'l'hercforc, since the 1'2 activity 
vector y is nonnalized (20), 
N 
CJ;(O) = L S:i;(O) = 1. (30) 
:i=l 
'I'he following cornputations trace an example in which :r; =I; 1\ CJ;, as in (9). Then: 
:r;(O) =I; c [0, 1], 
by (:30). 'J'he atrophy-due-to-disuse equation (11 1) then irnplics that :r; will remain equal to 
I; for as long as I rcrnains constant. During that tinrc;, as some or all weights ·w:ii decrease, 
tlw total top-down input CJ; will decay toward the bottorn-up input I;, no matter which 
transrnic:sion rule is c:elect.cd. For each rule, 
d S'( I) d/. 'U'.ji = ·-,. ji CJ;-- i · (32) 
Choice at F2: When 1·2 makes a choice, as in (2), CJ; = 'IU.fi, which converges toward !;, by 
(:32). i\11 other weights wii (.i cf J) remain constant. Competition at 1'2 hereby limits the 
ma.ximurn total weight chiwgc at each F1 node. In fact, when I2 rnakes a choice, 
l\r N 
6.(2::: Wji) = L(Wj;(O) -'IUj;(co)) 
.i=l :i=l 
for all three c:igna.l transmission rules. 




Distributed code at 1'2: An 1'2 code is rna.xirna,lly eornprcssed when the system makes 
a choice. Consider now the opposite extreme, when an F2 code is maximally distributed. 
'I'hat is, let: 
for .i = 1, ... , N. All weights WJi, ... , wN; obey equation (32) ancl all are initially equal, by 
(15). 'I'hercforc the weights w1; (.j = 1, ... , N) to a given 1'\ node will remain equal to one 
another during learning, for any transrnission function Sii· However, these individual weight 
changes under the three transrnission rules show significant qualitative diJferences, despite 
the fact that the total I2 ~ F 1 signa,! vector u correctly learns the F 1 activity vector x = I 
for all three. In particular, the nature of the pattern encoded by a given weight vector and 
the si~c of the total weight change at each F1 node clearly distinguish the three rules, as 
follows. 
Product rule: With the product rule (22), 
'l'hercfore: 
N J l N 
u; = 2::; JVw.ii = N I:;w.i; 
.i=l .i=l 
and 
Since all weights ru;; to the i 1" F1 node remain equal during learning, 
111 · __ , I 
. .)1 - 'l 
for j = l, ... , N. 'l'hus the maxirnum total weight change at an F1 node i is: 
N 
6(2::; 1.Uj;) = !V(I -1;), 
I 
which could he anywhere from 0 (when 1; = l) toN (when I; ~c 0). 
Capacity rule: With the capacity rule (211), 
Tlwrcf'on:: { I if I N (!· ·---I I:}~r 1_/).ii if () 
if * :S W.ii :S I 
if() :S 11'.ji :S *· 
<w·· 
-- .Jl < I for all 








Equation ('11) <lccounts for all cases since WJi = ... = WN; clnring learning. Weights adapt 
according to: 
d {-Mt-I;) 
-ltw.t·i = ( . . N 
-w;;( Lk~J w,,,.;- I;) 
10 
. 1· 1 I 1 ]\T :S Wj-i::;: 
'f' () I 1 :S;tUj-is;·N· 
(iJ2) 
By (42), unle's I;= l, all weights wii shrink nntil they enter the interval [0, #l· T'hus: 
... . { ~.~ if·. 0. ::; I; < I 10)'1 ---,. 
I if l- I ,
for each j = 1, ... , N. 'fhc rnaxirnum total weight change a.t the i 111 1"1 node is: 
N {(N--I;) 
6(2.:::. W,J;) = 
.J=l 0 
which lies between (!Y- I) and JV, unless 1; = 1. 
Threshold rule: With the threshold rule (25), 
if 0 ::; I; < I 
if I- I ,-
., _ { ( fr - (l - 1U.Ji)) i. f. ( 1 - .* .. ) ,S 1.Uji ,S. I 
S;·i ·-
. 0 ifO<w··<(l-~-). 
- )I- N 
(tJ5) 
By (14) and (15), weight w.7; ceases to change as it falls toward (I- fr ). 
W,J;(O) =I, 




ITj = 1- I:U- Wj;). 
.J=l 
f'.,l 
I;1u1; ~ N- (1- !;). 
.7=1 
Therefore, since weights to the i 1" node rernain equal a:; they decay: 
In other words, the thre:;hold Tii = l- w1; rises from 0 until: 
Thus Tji c [0, ·fr] after learning. 'J'he total weight change at the i'" node i': 
N 
6(2.::: 1Uji) = (l-1;). 
.J=l 






Like the weight,, the surn of all threshold changes at the i'" node is less than or equal to 
(l .... !;). . 
J l 
8. Transmission rules, catastrophic forgetting, and stable coding 
Compare now the difFerent asymptotic weights learned under the maximally distributed 
F2 code (il4) using the three synaptic transmission rules. For all three rules the total top-
down signal o-1 converges to the bottom-up signal 1; at each F'1 node i. However, the total 
weight change~> vary dramatically (Figure 4b ), in contrast to the F2 choice case, where the 
rnaximum total weight change at a given node cqua.ls ( J -I;) c [0, 1] for all three rules. 
Product rule- Catastrophic forgetting: With distributed F2 activity and a product 
rule, all weights w.ii converge to 1; and the maximum total weight change is N(l-I;) c [0, N]. 
The full range of all weight values is thus spanned upon presentation of the very first input. 
In particular, all weights w.ii (j = 1, ... , N) to the i 1" F1 node decay to 0 if I; = 0. Since 
weight values can only decrease during learning, these weights would remain equal to 0 for 
all Lime. Moreover, the top-down prime hypothesis (11) implies that F1 activity :r, would 
then always he zero for any future input I a.nd any 1'2 code y. 'fhus, the fact that a given 
cornponent was zero on just one input interval wendel render that component useless for all 
[uture input prc~>entations, unable to be registered in r;rlVI or even in S'I'i\11. Similarly each 
1; = 1)1) value of the first input would set a.n upper bound on all future :1:; values, since 
N 
:ti :S: (Ji_ = L Vi 10Ji 
.i~l 
N 
s !fl) LYi = 1P) 
i=l 
(52) 
for any F2 code y. If a sequence of input~> I(1),I(2), ... were to activate the fully distributed 
code (:H), each weight w.~; would converge toward the mi nirnum of If 1), !f 2l, .. .. Within a few 
input presentations, all wei?;hts 1Ufi would in, all likelihood, decay toward y,cro. 'f'his problcrn 
occurs for any distributed code y. In this ~>ensc, the product rule lead~> t.o catastrophic 
forgetting. 
Capacity rule ·- Even-more-catastrophic forgetting: The situation with the capacity 
nrle is even worse (I'igure iJb ). \Vhcn the F2 code is fully distributed, all weights w1; decay 
to 1v c [0, {J, unless I; = J; and the rnaxirnurn total weight change at the -i 111 node is 
N(!. - I;). 'flms, unless I is a binary vector, the entire dynamic range of weight value~> is 
nearly exhausted upon the first input presentation. 
Threshold rule - Stable coding: It is the adaptive threshold rule alone that limits 
the total weight change to (l- I;) c: [0, I] for maxima.lly clistributecl ao well as rnaxinlally 
corn pressed codes y. In fa.c:t, if y is any 1<2 code that bec:orncs active when all ·w:ii arc) initially 
equal to I, then: 
10ji ··~ 1 -- yj(l -1;)' 
as in (1Hl). Equivalently: 
by (26). 'l'hus the total weight/threshold change at each F'1 node i is bounclccl IJy (l- I;) 
for any cock, provided only that y is normalized. An 1<2 code y would typically be highly 
distributed, with all 1J.i close to {, when a system has no strong evidence to choose one 
category j over another. In this case), the change of each threshold Tf; is autornatically 
lirnitecl to the narrow interval [0, Y:iL reserving most of the dynarnic range for subsequent 
encoding. Only when evidence strongly supports selection of the 1:2 category node J over 
all others, with 1!.; therefore close to L, would weights be allowed to vary across rnost of their 
12 
clynarnic range. ln particular, it is only when YJ is close to 1 that a weight WJ; is able to 
drop, irreversibly, toward 0, if 1, is srnall. Even with fast learning, other weights 'Wji to the 
i 1h node then remain large, even if all Vi > 0. 'I'his is because, by (H) and (2;')), weight 
changes cease altogether when: 
(55) 
'I'he adaptive threshold Tji thereby replaces strong F2 cornpetit.ion <es the guardian, or sta-
bilizer, of previously learned codes. 
Figure 5. Atrophy-due-to-disuse learning 
9. Confidence-plasticity tradeoff 
Figure:) illustrates why the product rule and the capacity rule cause catastrophic forget-
ting and how the threshold rule solves this problcrn. During atrophy-clue-to-disuse learning, 
if the i 1" F\ target. node is disused (u; > :r;) then the weight w:ii will decay in any path that 
sends a signal to the i 1" node (S:ii > 0) (Figure 5a). When F2 makes a choice, each of the 
three synaptic transmission rules allows weight change in only one path to each target. node. 
Jlowcvcr, if 1/i is even slightly positive, both the product rule (Figure :Sb) and the capacity 
rule (l''igurc tic) allow weights w.i; to decay without limit, unless learning rates arc very slow. 
Tn contrast, tlw threshold rule (Figure 5d) implies that, even if the .Jih 1'2 node is active, the 
signal 8.;; is still zero if the path threshold is large (T.Ji 2: Y.J); or, equivalently, il' the path 
weight is srnall (wh <: 1--Y.J ). Only the positive signals 8.7; sun1 to a; and only these signals 
can atrophy due to disuse. 'l'hreshold T.Ji remains small, and therefore plastic, if !J.J is always 
srna.ll when u; > :r;. H Y.J is large, T.Ji rnay increase toward l. Once this occurs, however, 
S'Ji = 0 for all F2 codes y except those which compress most activity at the .Jlh node. 'fhus 
in a recognition systmn that allows an fi2 node to bccornc highly active only when it is 
highly confident of its choice, Uw threshold rule a.utornatically links confidence to stability. 
Conversely, when category selection is uncertain, distributed coclc:; retain plasticity. 
10. Distributed outstar learning 
Computational analysis of distributed spatial pattern learning leads to the selection ol' 
a. synaptic transrnission rule with an adaptive threshold. In terms of the threshold T1; in the 
path frorn the .i'" F2 node to the i 111 F1 node, a stable learning law for distributed codes is 
defined as the: 
Distributed outstar 
tiT;; ' ( ) ~~~· = S;; a,·~ :r; , (,. ( 5G) 
where S'.ii is the thresholclcd path signal [Vj ~ T;;]+ tra.nsrnittecl from the jlh 1'2 node to the 
i 1" F1 node and u; is the sum: 
N N 
u; = I: s.ii = I: [11.i ~ T;;]+. (57) 
:i~l .i=l 
Initially, 
T;;(O) = 0. (58) 
ln a system such as AHT I or fuzzy An'l', the total t.O]Hlown signal prirnes Ft. 'I'ha.t is, a; 
is a.lways greater than or equal to :c,. ln the cxarnple computed in Section 12, :~:, = 11 11 u; (equation (9)) so this hypothesis is satisfied. When u;? :r;, the distributed outsta.r allows 
thresholds Tji to grow but never shrink. The principle of atrophy due to disuse implies that 
a threshold ri; is unable to change a.t all unless (i) the path signal Y.i exceeds the previously 
learned value of r1;; and (ii) the total top-down signal cr; to the i'" node excecch that node's 
activity :t:;. In particular, if rii grows large when the node .i represents part of a compresscxl 
1•2 code, then Tji cannot be changed a\ all when node .i is later part of a more distributed 
code, c;ince threshold change:; arc disabled if Yi :S Tji (Figure 5d). 
11. Distributed outstar solution 
'I'he form of the distributed ou\s\ar system (5Ci) (58) is so simple that the equations 
ca.n be solved in closed forrn. 'l'he formulas below give an explicit solution for an arbitrary 
input sequence with either slow or fast learning. Section 12 illustratec; the geometry of this 
solution. 
Ac;surnc that an input I activates a distributed outstar field F1 at sorne tirne t = io and 
that I is held Jixed for some ensuing interval. If cr; :S .T; at i = 1. 0 , then Tj; will remain constant 
during that interval, for all j = 1, ... , !V. Similarly, rii will remain constant if 1/i :S r1; at 
/. = /. 0 . Consider now a fixed F1 index i such that (J; > :r; at /. = /. 0 . Let: 
if';= {j: y1(! 0) > Tj;(/.n)J. (59) 
For .i E 1>;, 
(~ljTji = (!/j -Tj;)((J; -~ :r;), (60) 
untilyi and :e; change. Gcornct.rica.lly, by (60), the projected vector of Tji values with j E '''; 
follows a. straight line toward the corresponding projected vector of Y.i values. If all such Tji 
were t.o approach Yi then cr; would converge to 0, by (57). Progress halts, howc:vcr, as the 
Tji vector a.pproa.chc:s the set of points where cr; = :c1, by (GO). 
Explicitly, for /. ;> /. 0 , while Y.1 and :r; arc constant: 
~ (/) _ ~ (-1. ) _ (/) [(J;(io)- :r;J"" [ ~ (/ )]+ 
I .,·i · - I 1·-i ·() + 0: · ----(---)- Jj.1· ·- I 1·.; ·() l 
. . cr, /.o . . 
where cr(/.) is an exponential that goes from 0 to I as/. goes l'rorn 1. 0 to oo. 
By (61), T1;(/.) remains constant if cr.;(/.o) ::; .1·; or if Vi :S r 1;(/o). ll' cr;(/o) j E cfJ;, Tj;(!.) nJovc;; frorn ri;(/ 0) toward: 
( ) (I ) ((J;(/.o) ----- :r;) ( _ "- .. (-! )) Tji oo = Tji _·I) + (- ) :IJ1- I jl ·0 
cr; l.o · 
as l goes from i 0 lo oo. ln particular: 
cr;(w) = L (yj- Tj;(=)) 
11 
(Gl) 
> :r; and if 
(62) 
(6:)) 




si,(o) = v.1- T;,(O) = y1 
CJ;(O) = L Si,(O) = LYJ = 1. 
1 .J 
··(·f)-·- ·(0) ·(·f) [CJ,(O)- J:.;]+ [ · ··((J)]+ Ti'· . - '1' + Ct . CJ.;(O) 111- T,, 
= cr(t)(l- :t.;)Y;, 
S';Jl) = Y.i - Tji(t) 
= 11i -- cr(/.)(1- :t.;)1lj 






as I ~ oo. By (68), when the :,;ystem begins with no initial bias, the signal Sii from the 
J'" r2 node to the i'" F1 node begin:,; as y1 and converge:,; toward the Ilcbbian pre- and 
post-synaptic correlation tcrnr 1J.(t1. 
Figure 6. Phase plane dynarnics 
12. Distributed outstar dynamics 
'I'he dynamic;; of di:,;tributed outstar learning will now be illustrated by means of a low-· 
dirnensional example. C~onoicler a coding network with ju:,;t two 1:2 nodeo (Figure Ga). 'J\vo 
top-down paths, with threshold:,; T)i and T 21 , converge upon each F 1 node. Assurne that 
:~: 1 = 111\ CJ.;, as in (9), and fix mr F2 code y = (YL Y2), with : 
(G9) 
By the r2 normalization hypothesis (20), 1; 1 + y2 =I. lly (II), (27), and (56), for j = I, 2: 
where, by (57), 
d- -[!'I T··J+[(J· f·]+ ([[ 1.11'"- d.J···- .Jl t.---1 ' (70) 
(71) 
Figure 6b d shows the 2-D phase plane dynamic:,; of the threshold vcccor (TJ1J2i) for 
a fixed input !,. In each plot, trajectories that begin in the set of point:,; where CJi > I; 
approach the set where cr; = I 1. vVhcrc Tii(O) < y1 and T2;(0) < !J2, the point (r1;(/),r21 (l)) 
rnovcs along a straight line frorn (r11 (0),T2.,(0)) t.owarcl (y 1,;?J2), slowing clown asyrnpt.ot.ically . . 
a.s: 
(Ji = [1JJ - TJ;(f)]i· + [1J2- T21(!)J+ 
= I- (T!i(l) + T21(l)) ~I,. 
15 
(72) 
Only if 1; = 0 does (TJi,Tz;) approach (:y 1,1J2)· Larger thresholds Tj;, which make J;::; 1;, 
arc unchanged during learning. Small 1; allow the greatest threshold changes (Figmc 6b ). 
If I;= 0, 
as J; decreases to 0. 
Both threshold:; grow if both arc initially srnaJJ. However, if one thre:;hold is so large a::: 
to prevent F2 ~ F1 signal tra.nsrnission in the corresponding path, the other 1'2 node "takes 
over" the code. For example, if T2;(0) 2': 112 there is no signal from the F'z node j = 2 to 
the i 1" F1 node, and hence no threshold change in that. path. If, then, T1;(0) < 11 1 -1;, Tii 
increases until: 
J; = 111 - TJi ~ :c; =I;. (74) 
Larger I; va.Jnes pennit. threshold changes only for srnallcr initial threshold values. In 
Figure 6c:, T2; can change only if 1 1; changes as well, when both arc initially small. In 
contrast, since y1 is greater than f;, T 1; rnay increase, by itself, toward (11 1 - I;). Finally, 
for I; close to 1 (Figure Gel) adaptive changes can occur only if both T1; and T2; are initially 
srnall, as they arc before any learning has taken place. 
Figure 7. Memory units 
13. The unit of memory 
The distributed outstar network derives frorn a cornputational analysis of stable pattern 
learning by distributed codes. In the distributed outstar, the adaptive threshold rule of 
synaptic tra.n:ornission solves a catastrophic forgetting problem caused by other rules. Since 
each fonnal transrnission rule correspond:; to a physical theory of synaptic tra.nsrnission, 
computational analysis implies physiological prediction. Each transrnission rule assurncs a 
physical rncrnory unit: a multiplicative weight (Figure 7a.), a. fu~~y capacity, or sieve (l.''igmc 
7b), or a subtractive threshold (Figure 7c). Experirnents that probe distributed coding in a 
living organisnr may be able to te:;t for the three types of rnernory rmit .. Sirnilarly, distributed 
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Product rule: Sii = Y:iW:ii 
Capacity rule : S'ii = Y:i 1\ Wji 
Threshold rule: S1i = [Y:i- (I- w:ii)]+ 






Figure 1: 'fhc product rule postulate,; that the c;ignal transrnittecl to a target. node at a 
synapse is proportional to a path signal (yj) tinws a weight ('w:i;). 'I'his rule is a feature of 
nearly all ncmal network rnoclcls. 
Figure 2: Distrilmted outstar network for spatial paHcrn learning. During adaptation a 
top-down weight Wji• from the j'" node of the coding field F~2 to the i 1" node of the pattern 
registration field F1, rnay decrease or rcrnain constant. An atrophy-due-to-disuse learning 
law ca.uscs the total signal cr; horn F2 to the i'" F1 node to decay toward that node's activity 
level :r,, if cri is initiafly greater than :r;. Within this context, three synaptic transmisc;ion 
rules arc analyzed. 
Figure 3: AHI' 1/hrzzy Al\:1'. 
Figure 4: (a) A c;ynaptic transmission parallelogram. 8ii is the transrnittcd signal fronr 
the .i'" F2 node to the i 1" F1 node. By Uw product rule, Sii = Y:iW:ii· By the capacity rule, 
s:ii c= l/j 1\ 1Uji· By the threshold rule, 8ji = [Yj -- (J - llij;)]+ = [Yj- Tji]+ The t.lrrec rules 
agree when y is a binary code. (b) Asyrnptotic weight values for a fully distributed code, 
where 1/i = -f.r. As a function of I;, the dynamic range of w.i1(oo) depends critically upon the 
choice of synaptic transmission rule. During learning, weights clccrcasc, from an initial value 
ol' 1ui1(0) = L, except when Ii = 1. · · 
Figure 5: (a) Atrophy-due-to-disuse learning causes a weight V'.ji to decay at a rate pro-
portional to (i) the signal frorn the .i'" I2 node to the i1" F1 node and (ii) the degree of 
disuse, which equals to the difFerence between the total I2 ~ F1 signal to the .;th uocle and 
the activity of that node. (b) vVhen the .Jih F2 node is active, the product rule irnplics 
that that signal 8Ji to the i1" F1 node is positive. All weights 1oJi thcrcl'ore decay when 
CJi > :r;, even if those weights are already small. 'fhis causes catastrophic forgetting. (c) 
'J'he capacity rule leaclc; to catastrophic forgetting for the sarnc reason as the product rule. 
(d) 'J'hc threshold rule buffers learned codes against catastrophic forgetting by allowing only 
paths with sufliciently large weights (srnall thresholds) to contribute to the rc•cognition code 
and bcnce to be sHbject to change during lca.ruing. 
Figure 6: (a) A distributed outstar whose coding field F2 has jHst two nodes (!Y ,~ 2). For 
<:adr code y, 11 1 +y2 =I and:r; = I;/\cr;. When thresholds start oHt small enoHgh, T 1, and/or 
T2; increase toward {(71;,T2;): CJ; o~ /;}. (b) Threshold changes are greatest for srna.llf;. (c) 
"!hen 1; > Y.i• the .i'" node cannot donrina.tc learning. llcre, I;> y2 , so T2; can change only 
when TJ; also changes. (d) When I,: is large, only srnall thresholds ca.n change at all. 
Figure 7: (a) T'he product rule irnplics a. physical SHbstrate of memory that is a rnultiplica-
tive weight (lvlcC:ulloch and Pitts, J~J4:l). (b) 'fhe capacity rule implies a. rnernory Hnit that 
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